Abstract: Sound reproduction and lighting apparatus, which is configured as a table lamp, comprises a light source (46) and a panel-form loudspeaker unit (40), at least a portion of which is transparent or translucent so that light from the light source passes therethrough in use. The light source (46) and panel-form loudspeaker unit (40) are mounted on a body (48) comprising a subwoofer enclosure (51) housing a subwoofer bass driver (50). The subwoofer enclosure (51) has an externally-mounted, tuned port (52) which supports the panel-form loudspeaker unit (40) behind a conventional lampshade (42). A reactive member may be situated between the light source (46) and the panel-form loudspeaker unit (40), the reactive member being configured to vary transmission of light passing therethrough (and hence through the panel-form loudspeaker unit) when exposed to vibrations.
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1. claims: 1-10

The enclosure of the sound reproduction and lighting apparatus is a compound or band-pass enclosure comprising a first chamber and a second chamber with a dividing wall therebetween in which the at least one loudspeaker drive unit is mounted, the second chamber having an external, elongate and protuberant port. This allows to provide a mini hi-fi system where a flat panel speakers and a bass speaker with external, protruding tuned port are integrated into the body of a lamp.

2. claims: 11-16

The sound reproduction and lighting apparatus comprises a reactive component or arrangement which is configured to vary transmission of light passing therethrough when exposed to vibrations. This allows to create interesting visual effects when the vibrating surface radiates sound pressure waves that create sympathetic vibrations within the reactive member.
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